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Abstract The energetic, macrotidal shelf off SouthWest England was used to investigate the influence of
different tide and wave conditions and their interactions on regional sand transport patterns using a
coupled hydrodynamic, wave, and sediment transport model. Residual currents and sediment transport
patterns are important for the transport and distribution of littoral and shelf‐sea sediments, morphological
evolution of the coastal and inner continental shelf zones, and coastal planning. Waves heavily influence
sand transport across this macrotidal environment. Median (50% exceedance) waves enhance transport in
the tidal direction. Extreme (1% exceedance) waves can reverse the dominant transport path, shift the
dominant transport phase from flood to ebb, and activate sand transport below 120‐m depth. Wave‐tide
interactions (encompassing radiation stresses, Stoke's drift, enhanced bottom‐friction and bed shear stress,
refraction, current‐induced Doppler shift, and wave blocking) significantly and nonlinearly enhance
sand transport, determined by differencing transport between coupled, wave‐only, and tide‐only
simulations. A new continental shelf classification scheme is presented based on sand transport magnitude
due to wave‐forcing, tide‐forcing, and nonlinear wave‐tide interactions. Classification changes between
different wave/tide conditions have implications for sand transport direction and distribution across the
shelf. Nonlinear interactions dominate sand transport during extreme waves at springs across most of this
macrotidal shelf. At neaps, nonlinear interactions drive a significant proportion of sand transport under
median and extreme waves despite negligible tide‐induced transport. This emphasizes the critical need to
consider wave‐tide interactions when considering sand transport in energetic environments globally, where
previously tides alone or uncoupled waves have been considered.

Plain Language Summary The South West UK has a large tidal range (macrotidal) and is
exposed to high‐energy waves. We created a numerical model of this region, which calculates waves,
tides, and sand transport over time. This was used to investigate the importance of waves, tides, and their
interactions on the net movement of sand under different wave and tide states, which is important for
evolution of the coastline and coastal planning. Sand transport is heavily influenced by waves. The
interaction between waves and tides can contribute more to net sand transport than the summed
contributions of waves and tides alone. Storm waves can cause sand movement at depths below 120 m and
can reverse sand transport pathways.

1. Introduction

Residual flow and sediment transport patterns have important implications for the transport and distribution
of littoral and shelf sea sediments, and for morphological evolution of the coastal and inner continental shelf
zones (Leonardi et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2015; Lin& Falconer, 2001). Shelf sediments are susceptible to wave‐
driven resuspension and net transport by residual tidal currents and wave asymmetry due to wave shoaling.
Net sand transport paths are susceptible to wave action, and can reverse direction during extreme wave
events (Pattiaratchi & Collins, 1988). Understanding residual flow patterns and the effect of waves is impor-
tant for understanding regional sediment transport pathways and is relevant for coastal zone management.

Many previous modeling efforts focus on residual tidal circulation, ignoring surface wave effects on regional
sediment transport and morphological evolution. Residual currents are generated by nonlinear advection of
momentum, density gradients, bottom friction nonlinearities, wind stress, and nonlinearities in the volume
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continuity equation related to Stokes drift (Uncles, 1982, 2010; Zimmerman, 1978). Pingree and Griffiths
(1979) modeled tide‐induced bed shear stress around the British Isles qualitatively matching mean and max-
imum bed shear stress vectors to sand transport paths described by Stride (1963). Recently, Leonardi and
Plater (2017) focus on tidally induced morphodynamic equilibrium of the South East UK coastline and
potential long‐term morphological evolution.

However, surface waves increase bed shear stress, enhancing sediment resuspension and enabling (enhan-
cing) suspended sediment transport by weak (strong) tidal currents. Interactions between water level varia-
tions and combined steady tidal flow and wave‐driven oscillatory flow and the bed influence suspended and
bed load sediment transport (Damen et al., 2018; Harris & Collins, 1991; Porter‐Smith et al., 2004; van der
Molen, 2002; van Rijn, 2007a, 2007b). For equivalent current magnitudes, wave‐induced bed shear stresses
are larger than for tidal currents due to the thinner wave boundary layer (Nielsen, 1992). Wave‐current inter-
actions nonlinearly enhance the bed shear stress and apparent roughness due to the interaction between
wave and current bottom boundary layers (Kemp & Simmons, 1982, 1983; Klopman, 1994; Umeyama,
2005). The relative incident wave angle to the steady flow influences the vertical current profile and variation
in apparent bed roughness, demonstrated by analytical and numerical models (Fredsøe, 1984; Grant &
Madsen, 1979, 1986; Olabarrieta et al., 2010; Tambroni et al., 2015). With significant positive trends observed
in global 99th percentile wave heights from 1991 to 2008 in buoy and altimeter data (Young et al., 2011), and
upward trends in storminess across central, western, and northern Europe (Castelle et al., 2018; Donal et al.,
2011), understanding the effect of waves on shelf sediment transport is potentially of increasing importance
to coastal communities.

Studies of shelf‐scale sediment transport are considering wave‐tide coupling more regularly (Dietrich et al.,
2011; Hashemi et al., 2014; Moriarti et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016); however, coupled mod-
eling systems are more computationally expensive. A number of studies consider uncoupled tides and waves
as an approximation, ignoring wave‐tide interactions (e.g., Bricheno et al., 2015; Neill et al., 2010; Porter‐
Smith et al., 2004; van der Molen, 2002; Xing et al., 2012). Evidence of wave impacts have been observed
across the South West UK continental shelf to depths of 150 m, indicating that wave‐tide interactions must
be considered when considering regional sand transport pathways (Channon & Hamilton, 1976; Reynaud
et al., 1999; Thompson et al., 2017); however, the extent of wave influences on sediment transport across
the continental shelf is not fully understood.

A challenge in understanding regional sand transport patterns is the spatial and temporal limitations of
observational campaigns to capture flow patterns at sufficient resolution and time scales, and their suscept-
ibility to local effects (Stride & Belderson, 1990). This results in uncertainties in regional‐scale residual cir-
culations and uncertainty regarding the relative importance of different processes such as surface waves,
wind, and baroclinic effects. Modeling can overcome spatial and temporal limitations provided that suffi-
cient observational data are available for calibration and validation.

The South West UK presents ideal conditions for examining the effect of waves and tides on sand transport
due to its macrotidal regime and highly energetic waves. This paper aims to determine under what condi-
tions waves, tides and their interactions exert an important influence on regional sand transport pathways.
Specifically, the following objectives will be investigated: (i) categorization of the spatially varying contribu-
tions of waves and tides to potential sand transport using a validated coupled hydrodynamic, sediment trans-
port, and wave model, with applications for other exposed, macrotidal coastlines; (ii) comparison of
potential sand transport pathways, major partings, and convergences to known sediment size distributions
and observed bedforms to verify the potential sand transport approach; (iii) understanding of the conditions
where waves change or reverse sand transport pathways relative to tides alone; and (iv) quantification the
contribution and importance of nonlinear wave‐tide interactions to potential sand transport in a
macrotidal environment.

2. Study Area

The South West UK peninsula, situated on the Northwest European Continental Shelf, comprises several
distinct regions with different hydrodynamic/wave regimes (Figure 1). The Approaches extend from the
western boundary in the Celtic Sea to a border with the Bristol Channel (northeast) and English Channel
(southeast). The North Coast stretches from Hartland Point to Land's End. The Bristol Channel extends
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from its mouth (spanning Hartland Point to Pembroke) to the upper reaches of the Severn Estuary. The
South Coast extends east into the English Channel from Land's End.

2.1. Hydrodynamics

The Bristol Channel experiences the second‐largest tidal range globally (mean spring tidal range (MSTR)
>12 m in the Upper Severn) due to amplification of the dominant M2 and quarter‐wave resonances of the
M4 and MS4 tides (Fong & Heaps, 1978; Taylor, 1921; Uncles, 1984). Maximum currents in the Upper
Bristol Channel exceed 2.5 m/s, with currents approaching 1 m/s in bays (Collins et al., 1979; Uncles,
1984, 2010; Xia et al., 2010). Resonance contributes to large tidal amplitudes shelf‐wide, with a North
Coast MSTR exceeding 5 m (>7 m at Hartland Point; Uncles, 2010). Peak currents in the Approaches reach-
ing 0.9 m/s rework sediments year‐round (Carruthers, 1963; Heathershaw et al., 1987; Reynaud et al., 1999;
Thompson et al., 2017). The South Coast has a lower MSTR (4–5 m), while a degenerate amphidromic point,
complex bathymetry, coastal configuration, and nonlinear effects in the equations of motion cause a lower
MSTR (2−3 m) and double low water at Weymouth (Pingree & Maddock, 1977; Uncles, 2010). The region
experiences pronounced spring‐neap variability, with much weaker neap currents (Pattiaratchi & Collins,
1988; Thompson et al., 2017; Uncles, 2010). A northeast residual current flows along the North Coast, with
a weak, variable residual in the Approaches (Pingree & Le Cann, 1989). Nonlinear advection of momentum
dominates the residual in the Bristol Channel (Holt et al., 2001; Uncles, 1982).

2.2. Waves

The region is exposed to Atlantic waves with potential fetch lengths of 6,000 km (Collins, 1987). The 1%
exceedance Hs at Sevenstones (off Land's End) from 2008 to 2014 was 5.9 m and nearshore winter storm
Hs along the North Coast can often exceed 6 m (Scott et al., 2016). Average Hs near the shelf break

Figure 1. Map of the South West UK continental shelf area considered in this study. Regions are designated as the
“Approaches,” “Bristol Channel,” “North Coast,” and “South Coast.” The Bristol Channel is further subdivided into
“Outer/Inner Bristol Channel” and “Lower Severn.” The model domain is shown with model bathymetry, open bound-
aries (red lines), and validation locations: ADCP deployments (cross), wave buoys (triangle), and tide gauges (square).
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is ~2 m, reducing to ~1.5 m and below in the Bristol Channel (Bricheno et al., 2015; Pattiaratchi & Collins,
1988; Reynaud et al., 1999). Hs and Tp increase during winter (October–March). Peak near‐bed orbital velo-
cities are caused by storm swell with typical storm durations of 24 hr, and can approach 1 m/s below 100‐m
depth, exceeding critical sand resuspension thresholds (Draper, 1967; Hadley, 1964; Pattiaratchi & Collins,
1988; Reynaud et al., 1999; Thompson et al., 2017). Valiente et al. (2019) show that sheetflow conditions may
occur around 30–40‐m depth under extreme storm conditions. The region has been subject to a significant
increase in extreme (99th percentile) Hs of 1% per annum, among the largest increases observed globally,
and an increase in winter Hs and interannual variability associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation
and West European Pressure Anomaly indexes (Castelle et al., 2017, 2018; Young et al., 2011). Positive
West European Pressure Anomaly values result in higher wave heights south of 52°N and increased storm
clustering (Castelle et al., 2017; Hanley & Caballero, 2012; Scott et al., 2016).

2.3. Sand Transport

The presence of a Bristol Channel bed load parting has been debated (Harris & Collins, 1991; Stride &
Belderson, 1990, 1991), and uncertainty remains regarding its nature (Lewis et al., 2015; McLaren et al.,
1993). Weak convergences and partings are present on the South Coast (Pingree & Griffiths, 1979).
Modeling indicates northeast residual sand transport along the North Coast (Holt et al., 2001; Pingree &
Griffiths, 1979; Uncles, 2010). Physical sediment characteristics are more important than biological factors
for determining bed stability in the Celtic Sea (Thompson et al., 2017). Ward et al. (2015) show regional
bed shear stress patterns at 1.1‐km resolution. This and aforementioned modeling studies focus on tide‐
induced bed shear stress, neglecting surface waves.

Observations indicate that waves can strongly influence residual sand transport magnitude and direction,
including inducing full reversals (Collins, 1987; Lewis et al., 2015; Pattiaratchi & Collins, 1988; Reynaud
et al., 1999). Beach response in this region to extreme waves is well documented (Burvingt et al., 2017;
Masselink et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2016). There remains a need to place these observations into regional con-
text, examining the influence of waves on sand transport pathways considering different wave and tidal con-
ditions. Regional‐scale residual currents, net sand transport, and the impacts of different wave conditions
are not yet described for the Celtic Sea at high resolution.

3. Methods
3.1. Numerical Model

A depth‐averaged hydrodynamic, sediment transport, and morphological model coupled to a SWAN
third‐generation spectral wave model was created using Delft3D for the region shown in Figure 1. A model
schematic is also shown in Figure 2. Depth‐averaged hydrodynamics are calculated using the unsteady
shallow‐water equations, following the Boussinesq approximation with the vertical momentum equation
reduced to the hydrostatic pressure relation, assuming that vertical accelerations are small relative to
gravitational acceleration (Lesser et al., 2004). This study considers conditions typical of winter, where stra-
tification is weak with little near‐bed effect (Holt et al., 2001). Consequently, depth‐averaged hydrodynamics
were considered adequate in line with previous modeling approaches in the region (Bricheno et al., 2015;
Holt et al., 2001; Lyddon et al., 2018; Pingree & Griffiths, 1980; Pingree & Le Cann, 1989; Uncles, 1982,
2010; Xia et al., 2010). The effect of secondary flow generation due to a rotating current field on the
depth‐averaged flow is included by addition of a correction term to the depth‐averaged momentum equa-
tions, assuming a logarithmic velocity profile, where spiral motion intensity is described by a depth‐averaged
advection‐diffusion equation (Deltares, 2014; Kalkwijk & Booij, 1986). Delft3D uses SWAN, packaged as
Delft3D‐WAVE, a third‐generation phase‐averaged wave model based on fully spectral representation of
the action balance equation, accounting for wave‐current interaction through radiation stress, refraction,
wind generation, whitecapping, nonlinear wave‐wave interactions, bottom dissipation, and depth‐induced
breaking (Booij et al., 1999). More details on wave‐tide interactions in Delft3D are presented in section 3.2.

Holt et al. (2017) indicate that a resolution of 1.5 km is necessary to be eddy resolving over ~70% of the
coastal ocean areas globally, and 1.5 km was considered sufficient for resolving the internal Rossby radius
on the Northwest European shelf in the development of the operational AMM15 model (Graham et al.,
2018). A hydrodynamic resolution of 1 kmwas used in this study, on a curvilinear, spherical coordinate grid.
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This represents an eddy‐permitting grid resolution, suitable to resolve mesoscale eddies at the length scale of
the baroclinic Rossby radius (2–5 km on the shelf; Holt & Proctor, 2008), although eddies at the smaller end
of this scale will not be fully resolved. Depths were averaged from 1/8° resolution EMODnet digital bathy-
metry (EMODnet Bathymetry Consortium, 2016), corrected to Mean Sea Level 2000 (MSL2000) using the
Vertical Offshore Reference Frame (Turner et al., 2010).

The hydrodynamic model has four water level boundaries and one discharge boundary at the Severn. Water
level data were interpolated at 7‐km intervals across the boundaries from the AtlanticMarginModel (FOAM‐

AMM7; McConnell et al., 2017; O'Dea et al., 2012). Boundary conditions were then linearly interpolated
between these 7‐km intervals at the intermediate boundary nodes by the model. This interpolation can gen-
erate unrealistic flows adjacent to the open boundary. Consequently, data within 20 grid cells of each open
boundary were excluded from the analysis. Boundaries were located far enough away from the South West
peninsula in order that this did not influence the model results in the region of interest. Variations in the
Severn discharge rate had little influence on modeled results; therefore, a representative average 100‐m3/s
discharge was applied. The hydrodynamic time step was 30 s. Spatially variable winds were interpolated
linearly from 0.25° resolution satellite scatterometer blended 6‐hourly mean wind fields retrieved from the
Copernicus Marine Service (Bentamy & Fillon, 2012). Spatially variable atmospheric pressure was interpo-
lated linearly from the 0.5° resolution Climate Forecast System version 2 model (Saha et al., 2014).

The wave model overlapped the hydrodynamic domain at 1.5‐km resolution. Depth and wind forcing were
assigned in the same manner as the hydrodynamic model. The wave model was forced with parametric
boundary conditions (Hs, Tp, direction, directional spreading) interpolated from the UK Met Office Wave
Watch III continental shelf model (Saulter, 2017) at 8‐km intervals along four open boundaries. The Severn
boundary was closed. The wave domain extended slightly past the hydrodynamic domain in order to avoid
hydrodynamic boundaries effects influencing the wave boundaries. The wave time step was 10 minutes.
Waves were two‐way coupled to the hydrodynamics with a 1‐hr communication time step, passing wave
forces based on energy dissipation rate or radiation stresses, bed shear stresses, Stokes drift, and orbital bot-
tom velocity and receiving water levels, depth‐averaged velocities, and updated bathymetry (Elias
et al., 2012).

Bed‐load and suspended‐load sand transport rates were calculated using the TRANSPOR2004 formulation
(van Rijn, 2007a, 2007b) with an essentially unlimited sediment depth for 330‐μm grain size, similar to mea-
sured grain sizes along the North Coast and Bristol Channel (Channon &Hamilton, 1976; Lewis et al., 2015;
Pattiaratchi & Collins, 1988; Prodger et al., 2017). A single grain size was important for comparisons of
potential sand transport between regions with different hydrodynamic and morphological characteristics.
In reality, grain size becomes progressively finer moving north through the Approaches. The Bristol
Channel shows pronounced local variability with grain sizes ranging from mud and fine sand in low‐

Figure 2. Model schematic diagram showing the integration of different modules and wave coupling.
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energy embayments to gravel and erosion‐resistant substrate in high‐energy locations (Channon &
Hamilton, 1976; Collins, 1987; Pattiaratchi & Collins, 1988; Thompson et al., 2017; Ward et al., 2015).

3.2. Wave‐Tide Interactions

Delft3D has been successfully used in a depth‐averaged form in studies of wave‐current interactions and
sediment transport on the inner continental shelf (Hansen et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2015; Luijendijk
et al., 2017; Ridderinkhof et al., 2016). Wave‐current interactions are parameterized in the depth‐averaged
implementation of Delft3D. Wave‐induced setup and long‐shore currents, forced by wave‐induced momen-
tum flux due to radiation stress gradients, are approximated using the wave energy dissipation rate method
of Dingemans et al. (1987). Wave‐induced mass flux due to Stokes drift is represented as the integration of
the Stoke's drift velocity components over the total wave‐averaged water depth. SWAN accounts for depth
and current‐induced wave refraction, wave blocking by flow, and current‐induced Doppler shift. The effect
of a mean current on the wave energy dissipation due to bottom friction is not taken into account in SWAN
due to large potential errors in estimating the bottom roughness length (Booij et al., 1999).

Enhancement of the bed shear stress under combined waves and currents is implemented in Delft3D follow-
ing the method of Soulsby et al. (1993). The current‐related bed shear stress τc is

τc ¼ gρ0U Uj j
C2
D

(1)

and the wave‐related bed shear stress is

τwj j ¼ 1
2
ρ0f wU

2
orb (2)

where fw is a wave‐related friction factor,Uorb is the bottom orbital velocity,U is the depth‐averaged velocity,
ρ0 is the density of seawater, g is the gravitational acceleration and CD is the drag coefficient. The wave‐
related friction factor takes the form:

f w ¼
0:00251 exp 5:21

Uorb

ωks

� �−0:19
" #

for
Uorb

ωks
>
π
2
;

0:3 for
Uorb

ωks
≤
π
2

8>>><
>>>:

(3)

where ω is the apparent (Doppler‐shifted) frequency, ks is the Nikuradse roughness length, and the bottom
orbital velocity is

Uorb ¼ 1
4

ffiffiffi
π

p Hrmsω
sinh khð Þ (4)

Time‐mean bed shear stress τm and maximum bed shear stress τmax are then determined using three dimen-
sionless parameters X, Y, and Z:

X ¼ τc
τc þ τw

; (5)

Y ¼ τm
τc þ τw

; (6)

Z ¼ τmax

τc þ τw
; (7)

The parameters Y and Z are related to X by the following equations:

Y ¼ X 1þ bXp 1−X½ �q½ � (8)

Z ¼ 1þ aXm 1−Xð Þn (9)

where a, b, p, q, m, and n are the coefficients fitted by Soulsby et al. (1993) to various wave‐induced shear
stress formulations, which are available in Delft3D and are chosen during calibration. The total bed shear
stress is corrected for Stokes drift US:
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τb ¼ τmj j
Uj j U−US
� �

(10)

The TRANSPOR2004 sediment transport formulation (van Rijn, 2007a, 2007b) computes four sediment
transport contributions: current‐ and wave‐related suspended load and current‐ and wave‐related bed load.
The current‐related suspended transport is the product of the depth‐averaged concentration and current
velocity, including the effects of wave stirring on the sediment load (van Rijn, 2007b). The reference concen-
tration is calculated using the method of van Rijn et al. (2000) for a single sediment fraction:

ca ¼ f SUS0:015ρs
d50 ταð Þ1:5
a D*ð Þ0:3 (11)

where ρs is the sediment density, d50 is the median particle diameter, D* is the dimensionless particle
diameter, a is van Rijn's reference height, τα is the nondimensional bed‐shear stress including the effects
of currents and waves, and fSUS is a user‐defined tuning parameter set to 1.4 in accordance with Grunnet
et al. (2004). The instantaneous bed load transport rate is

qb;t ¼ 0:5ρsd50D
−0:3
*

τ′b
ρ0

� �0:5 τ′b−τb;cr
τb;cr

� �
(12)

in which τ′b is the instantaneous grain‐related bed shear stress due to combined currents and waves and τb,cr
is the critical bed shear stress. The x and y components of the total bed load transport are then obtained by
integrating the instantaneous bed load transport rate over the wave period T:

qb;x ¼
1
T

� �
∫

vb

u2b þ v2b
� �0:5 qb;tdt þ qs;w cos ϕð Þ (13)

qb;y ¼
1
T

� �
∫

vb

u2b þ v2b
� �0:5 qb;tdt þ qs;w sin ϕð Þ (14)

where ub and vb are the instantaneous near‐bed velocity components due to the combined action of currents
and waves and ϕ is the angle between the wave propagation direction and the x axis of the computational
grid. The current‐related bed load transport components are

qb;c;x ¼
1
T

� �
∫

ub;c

u2b þ v2b
� �0:5 qb;tdt (15)

qb;c;y ¼
1
T

� �
∫

vb;c

u2b þ v2b
� �0:5 qb;tdt (16)

where ub,c and vb,c are the instantaneous current‐related velocity components. The wave‐related bed load
transport components are then determined from the difference between the total transport and the
current‐related transport:

qb;w;x ¼ qb;x−qb;c;x (17)

qb;w;y ¼ qb;y−qb;c;y (18)

An additional transport component is generated due to asymmetric wave orbital motion within about 0.5 m
of the bed, which is included in the bed load transport vector. This wave‐related suspended transport is
modeled as

qs;w;x ¼ 0:1
U4

δ; for−U
4
δ;back

U3
δ; for þ U3

δ;back
þ uδ

 !
LT cos ϕð Þ (19)

qs;w;y ¼ 0:1
U4

δ; for−U
4
δ;back

U3
δ; for þ U3

δ;back
þ uδ

 !
LT sin ϕð Þ (20)
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in which Uδ,for and Uδ,back are the forward and backward directed peak orbital velocities, uδ is the wave‐
induced streaming velocity near the bed, and LT is the approximated suspended sediment load. The final
bed load transport components are the sum of the corrected current and wave related components:

Qb;x ¼ f BED qb;c;x
	 


þ f BEDW qb;w;x
	 


þ f SUSW qs;w;x
	 


(21)

Qb;y ¼ f BED qb;c;y
	 


þ f BEDW qb;w;y
	 


þ f SUSW qs;w;y
	 


(22)

where fBED, fBEDW, and fSUSW are the tuning parameters set to 0.8, 0.3, and 0.3, respectively, in accordance
with Grunnet et al. (2004) (see alsoMcCarroll et al., 2018 ; van Rijn et al., 2004).

As this study considers depth‐averaged computations, some effects of wave‐current interactions are not
represented. The effects of wave dissipation are applied in a depth‐integrated manner, whereas for a 3‐D
simulation, wave breaking and whitecapping would be represented at the free‐surface and bottom friction
would apply at the bed layer. Additional turbulence production due to wave breaking and bottom friction
is parameterized by inclusion in the horizontal eddy viscosity and diffusivity coefficients. The implications
of this are discussed in section 5.

3.3. Calibration

Calibration was conducted over a 62‐day simulation period from 1 December 2013 to 1 February 2014 for
varying uniform bed roughness coefficients, dimensionless wind drag coefficient, and wave‐induced bottom
stress formulations. This covered the energetic winter 2013/2014 period that saw the strongest storms to
affect the region in >50 years (Masselink et al., 2015, 2016; Scott et al., 2016). Model performance was
assessed using an aggregation of skill metrics (R2, bias, Willmott skill (dr), Brier skill (bSkill), andmean abso-
lute error (MAE) for residuals) against observed tide elevations, depth‐averaged currents, and wave para-
meters from networks of tide gauges, ADCP deployments, and wave buoys (Figure 1). Qualitative
sediment transport rates and directions were compared with previous observations, modeling results, and
observed bed form asymmetries.

The skill metrics are outlined below. Bias is given by

BIAS ¼ ∑n
i¼1 Pi−Oið Þ

n
(23)

where Pi is the i
th model prediction, Oi is the i

th observed value, and n is the number of points for compar-
ison. Willmott skill dr (Willmott et al., 2012) is given by

dr ¼

1−

∑
n

i¼1
Pi−Oij j

2∑
n

i¼1
Oi−O
�� ��

;when

∑
n

i¼1
Pi−Oij j≤2∑n

i¼1 Oi−O
�� ��

2∑
n

i¼1
Oi−O
�� ��

∑
n

i¼1
Pi−Oij j

−1;when

∑
n

i¼1
Pi−Oij j>2∑

n

i¼1
Oi−O
�� ��

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(24)

where P andO are the predicted and observed mean, respectively. The score dr ranges from −1 to 1 and indi-
cates the summed magnitudes of the differences between the modeled and observed deviations about the
observed mean, relative to the summed magnitudes for the perfect model, Pi = Oi (Willmott et al., 2012).
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Values >0 indicate that the sum of the error magnitudes is less than the magnitudes of the observed devia-
tions (by half for dr = 0.5).

Brier skill (BSS) is given in its decomposed form (Murphy & Epstein, 1989; Sutherland et al., 2004) by

BSS ¼ α−β−γ þ ϵ
1þ ϵ

;where

α ¼ rP0
O
0 2; β ¼ rP0

O
0−

σP0

σO0

� �2

; γ ¼
P

0
D E

− O
0� 

σO0

0
@

1
A

2

; ϵ ¼ O
0� 

σO0

 !2 (25)

where P' andO' are the predictions and observations, σ denotes the standard deviation and rP′O′ is the product
moment correlation coefficient between the predictions and observations. Values of <0.3 are considered
poor, 0.3–0.6 reasonable, 0.6–0.8 good, and >0.8 excellent.

Mean absolute error (Willmott & Matsuura, 2005) is given by

MAE ¼ ∑n
i¼1 Pi−Oij jð Þ

n
(26)

Metrics were calculated for the unfiltered time series, and two residual time series calculated by methods
described in Brown et al. (2012): harmonic analysis using U‐Tide (Codiga, 2011) and low‐pass filtering using
a two‐way recursive Chebyshev‐II filter with passband ≥30 hr, stop band ≤26 hr, allowable passband ripple
magnitude of 3 dB, and stop‐band attenuation of 30 dB (allowing periods ≥30 hr to pass, attenuating periods
≤26 hr). The best performing calibration run was selected based on the run that scored best for the majority
of the metrics considered. The default SWAN parameters and the Fredsøe (1984) bed shear stress formula-
tion performed best, as used in studies of sediment dynamics in combined energetic tide and wave environ-
ments elsewhere (Herrling &Winter, 2018; Ridderinkhof et al., 2016; Verschelling et al., 2017). A minimum
wind drag coefficient of 0.002 was selected. The Manning formulation for the drag coefficient was selected,
which takes the form

CD ¼
ffiffiffi
h6

p

n
(27)

where h is the total water depth. The calibrated roughness coefficient n was 0.0275. Section 3.4 presents the
full validation, including the calibration period.

3.4. Model Performance
3.4.1. Water Levels
Validation was performed over a nine‐month period from September 2013 to June 2014. Water levels were
compared at hourly intervals using the nearest grid node to each gauge. The harmonic tide was subtracted
from the total signal to give the harmonic residual elevation and a low‐pass residual was determined through
filtering, isolating long‐period residual elevations and removing semidiurnal and diurnal signals. Two
comparisons are shown in Figure 3: a representative site (Ilfracombe) and the worst performing site
(Weymouth). Statistics for all sites are presented in Table 1.

Water levels were simulated with excellent skill across the domain at all gauges apart from Weymouth (G8;
Figure 1). The model did not simulate the double‐low water at Weymouth due to the proximity of this gauge
to the boundary and because the model domain does not encompass the degenerate amphidromic system to
the east. Despite this, high water was simulated well, as shown in the scatterplot (Figure 3, right). Bias in the
low‐pass residuals reflects the water level bias, tending toward slight underestimation with an overall bias of
−13 cm. MAE (not shown for unfiltered signals) is 20 cm overall, reflected in the harmonic residual (19 cm).
3.4.2. Currents
Two ADCP deployments at the WaveHub on the North Coast were used for validation (WHE, WHW;
Figure 1; Lopez et al., 2016). Instantaneous velocity profiles were despiked by the method of Mori et al.
(2007), depth‐integrated and hourly averaged for comparison. Model data were linearly interpolated to the
ADCP locations. Comparison was conducted for periods of continuous ADCP data and gaps were not
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filled. Comparisons are shown for the tidal and residual signals in the same manner as water levels in
Figure 3.

Currents were simulated with good skill at both deployments (Table 1) with an eastward bias of 3 cm/s and
northward bias of 2 cm/s, and MAE (not shown) of 9 and 5 cm/s, respectively, reflected in the residual
currents by low‐pass filtering (bias) and harmonic analysis (MAE). WHW predictions have greater spread
about the perfect model than WHE, reflected in a lower R2. Depth‐averaged residuals tend toward overesti-
mation by several centimeters per second, greater during storm events. Considering that ADCP measure-
ments closer to the surface than 10% of the water depth cannot be used due to sidelobe contamination
(Marmorino & Hallock, 2001), this result is considered very good.

Figure 3. Model (dashed) versus observation (solid) comparisons for water levels (top half) and depth‐averaged velocities (bottom half) for a period of energetic
storms. The tidal signal (grey) and residual signal (red) are shown, with residuals presented from the low‐pass filtering method only to reduce complexity.
Velocities from theWave Hub East deployment are presented, separated into east and north components. Scatter plots (right column) show themodeled parameters
versus the observations for the full nine‐month data set. The 1:1 line of the perfect model (solid) and the trend line of the modeled parameters versus the obser-
vations (dashed) are shown for the tidal (grey) and residual (red) signals.
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3.4.3. Waves
Comparisons of wave parameters for Bideford (B2) and Start Bay (B7) are presented in Figure 4 with statis-
tics presented in Table 1. Bideford is representative of performance at exposed sites such as the North Coast
(B2‐3), Chesil (B10‐11), and Looe Bay (B6). Exposed sites show excellent skill when compared to the buoy
data for Hs. Start Bay is representative of sites with smaller wave heights due to sheltering. The model cap-
tures the bimodal (southerly/easterly) wave climate. Considerable scatter in observed wave directions is
apparent for Hs < 1 m (light blue) where buoy measurements are less reliable. Eliminating times where
Hs < 1 m improves model skill for direction. Locations with a majority Hs < 1 m tended to be sheltered
due to the shape of the coastline (e.g., B7: Start Bay, B8: Tor Bay; Figure 1), or the presence of features such
as islands (e.g., B6: Looe Bay; Figure 1). The model tends to overpredict Hs in sheltered locations when the
1.5‐km resolution cannot resolve small‐scale coastal features. In these locations, sheltering features such as

Table 1
Model Validation Statistics for Tidal Elevations, Currents, and Waves, Including Residuals From Two Filtering Methods

Water levels (m)

Unfiltered signal Low‐pass residual Harmonic residual

Location N R2 BIAS dr bSkill R2 BIAS dr MAE R2 BIAS dr MAE

G1 13104 0.99 −0.18 0.94 0.99 0.80 −0.18 0.46 0.18 0.35 −0.04 0.57 0.17
G2 13104 0.99 −0.02 0.96 0.99 0.81 −0.02 0.76 0.09 0.57 −0.06 0.67 0.23
G3 13104 0.995 −0.12 0.96 0.99 0.78 −0.12 0.61 0.13 0.27 −0.04 0.56 0.26
G4 13104 0.996 −0.13 0.96 0.99 0.74 −0.13 0.58 0.14 0.32 −0.03 0.58 0.20
G5 13104 0.99 −0.17 0.92 0.97 0.51 −0.17 0.34 0.18 0.38 0.00 0.56 0.13
G6 13104 0.99 −0.12 0.94 0.98 0.69 −0.12 0.53 0.13 0.38 −0.02 0.58 0.13
G7 13104 0.99 −0.16 0.91 0.96 0.71 −0.16 0.45 0.16 0.50 −0.03 0.61 0.13
G8 13104 0.86 −0.14 0.75 0.22 0.71 −0.14 0.47 0.15 0.16 −0.01 0.11 0.24
ALL 104832 0.99 −0.13 0.94 0.99 0.68 −0.13 0.54 0.15 0.31 −0.03 0.56 0.19

Currents (m/s)

Unfiltered signal Low‐pass residual Harmonic residual

Location N R2 BIAS dr bSkill R2 BIAS dr MAE R2 BIAS dr MAE

WHE‐E 2811 0.95 0.03 0.89 0.85 0.53 0.03 0.09 0.04 0.28 0.01 0.46 0.04
WHE‐N 2811 0.93 0.01 0.87 0.60 0.43 0.01 0.18 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.53 0.02
WHW‐E 5794 0.86 0.03 0.82 0.74 0.51 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.03 0.002 0.50 0.11
WHW‐N 5794 0.86 0.02 0.83 0.72 0.49 0.02 0.17 0.03 0.05 0.004 0.51 0.07
ALL‐E 8605 0.88 0.03 0.84 0.76 0.53 0.03 0.22 0.03 0.04 0.002 0.50 0.09
ALL‐N 8605 0.86 0.02 0.84 0.68 0.46 0.02 0.17 0.02 0.06 0.005 0.51 0.05

Waves

Hs (m) Tp (Hs > 1 m) (s) Dir (Hs > 1 m) (°)

Location N R2 BIAS dr bSkill N R2 BIAS dr bSkill R2 BIAS dr bSkill

B1 6553 0.74 0.11 0.68 0.96 856 0.17 −0.25 0.04 −2.86 0.73 5.99 0.74 0.72
B2 6553 0.87 0.15 0.80 0.93 3799 0.53 0.11 0.64 0.83 0.14 0.80 0.52 0.69
B3 6553 0.92 0.12 0.88 0.97 4285 0.68 −0.29 0.74 0.89 0.38 14.10 0.28 0.73
B4 6553 0.87 0.42 0.65 0.68 2055 0.28 2.98 0.31 0.54 0.16 −7.84 −0.06 0.58
B5 6553 0.82 0.39 0.78 0.73 3333 0.36 0.82 0.58 0.71 0.18 −5.64 0.49 0.59
B6 6553 0.89 0.28 0.77 0.90 3041 0.29 2.37 0.45 0.47 0.30 −12.70 0.22 0.55
B7 6553 0.80 0.32 0.66 0.80 2000 0.36 1.31 0.51 0.14 0.64 −17.25 0.53 0.62
B8 6553 0.62 0.17 0.66 0.75 373 0.20 0.23 0.09 −1.11 0.33 −9.02 0.57 0.29
B9 6553 0.79 0.24 0.66 0.83 1201 0.25 1.40 0.41 −0.19 0.53 −3.14 0.66 0.60
B10 6553 0.88 0.11 0.83 0.95 2870 0.32 1.30 0.57 0.30 0.31 −5.82 0.41 0.69
B11 6553 0.87 0.13 0.83 0.94 3174 0.32 1.39 0.58 0.34 0.27 −4.90 0.76 0.92
B12 6553 0.78 0.28 0.62 0.62 963 0.21 2.43 0.30 0.11 0.40 −4.52 0.54 0.54
ALL 78636 0.86 0.23 0.78 0.90 27950 0.38 1.07 0.62 0.53 0.91 −2.98 0.85 0.84

Note. Brier skill scores are coded for excellent and good (bold), reasonable (italic), and poor (underlined) model skill. For residual water elevations and depth‐
averaged currents, the mean absolute error is presented instead of Brier skill.
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headlands, islands, and sand banks that affect the wave climate at the buoy may not be well resolved. These
effects are localized close to shore, and as this study is interested in regional‐scale sand transport patterns,
are not expected to impact the results. The model simulates Hs and direction with excellent skill overall,
and Tp with reasonable skill. Overall biases are 23 cm, 1.1 s, and −3° for Hs, Tp (Hs > 1 m), and direction
(Hs > 1 m), respectively, with MAE (not shown) of 30 cm, 2.2 s, and 11.7°.

The majority of Brier scores (47/54) indicate reasonable or better performance (and 38/54 indicate good or
excellent). Areas with poor skill are explained by either proximity to the model boundary and highly site‐
specific tidal characteristics (Weymouth), or a lower number of wave observations for Hs > 1 m for compar-
ison. This testifies to the suitability of this model for reproducing the wave and tidal characteristics of
this region.

Figure 4. Model (red) versus observation (grey) comparisons for wave parameters at Bideford and Start Bay for the full
nine‐month validation period. The region for Hs < 1 m is shaded blue. The x‐y plots on the right show the modeled
versus the observed wave parameters. Data where the observed significant wave height was <1 m are shaded blue.
Observation time series have been median filtered over 6 hr for clarity due to considerable scatter in the wave buoy
observations; however, validation and the x‐y plots were performed on the unfiltered data. The 1:1 line of the perfect model
and the trend line of the modeled parameters versus the observations are shown. The trend line excludes data where the
observed Hs was <1 m.
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3.4.4. Sand Transport
Tide‐only bed load transport vectors were compared with observed sandwaves from UKHO single‐beam
bathymetry south of Carmarthen Bay (Figure 5). Depths along two transects bisecting the sandwaves were
extracted, referenced to mean sea level (MSL2000). Sandwave asymmetry is a common indicator of sand-
wave migration in the direction of the steeper face (Knaapen, 2005). Observed sandwave asymmetry
(Figures 5b and 5c) and crest orientation qualitatively match predicted spring tide bed load transport

Figure 5. (a–c) Observed sandwaves from UK Civil Hydrography Programme single‐beam bathymetry (UKHO).
Predicted spring tide bed load transport vectors indicate direction only. Transects show sandwave asymmetry indicating
bed form migration aligned with the model prediction. (d) Folk sediment class (Folk, 1954) obtained from British
Geological Survey product DiGSBS250K. All classes are included, broadly grouped into mud, sand, gravel, or rock.
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vectors, suggesting that migration of these waves is controlled by spring tide hydrodynamics. Sand transport
magnitude and direction south of the Gower during extreme westerly waves at neaps (~45 g·cm−1·s−1 to the
northeast) matches bed load transport rates calculated under similar conditions by Pattiaratchi and Collins
(1988) (48 g·cm−1·s−1 to the northeast) from near‐bed current meter data. These observations lend confi-
dence to model predictions of potential sand transport, offering a means of validating modeled sand trans-
port in the absence of direct measurements.

Model sensitivity to peak period was tested over extreme waves at springs (details of simulated scenarios are
given in section 3.5 and Figure S1). The magnitude of the peak period was varied by the model bias (±1.1 s).
Across most of the domain, this resulted in a reduction of sand transport rates within 20% of the tested refer-
ence scenario, and was unlikely to impact the qualitative results presented in this paper (Figure S2).

This study considers potential transport with a homogeneous medium sand bed. The sediment Folk classi-
fication for this region is shown in Figure 5d, from the British Geological Survey product DiGSBS250K, with
sand classes shown in shades of yellow (Folk, R. L., 1954). Much of this region is composed of sand or
gravelly sand. A comparison between modeled sand transport results from the simulated scenarios and
observed grain sizes is discussed in section 5.

3.5. Simulated Scenarios

The interdependent relationship between marginal probability distributions of offshoreHs and Tp from four
years of WWIII data (2013–2016) on the most south‐western and deepest extent of the domain boundary was
modeled following a copula approach outlined in Genest et al. (2007). Hs and Tp were, respectively, fitted
with generalized extreme value and Rician marginal distributions (the best fitting distributions using the
Akaike information criterion), with their joint‐probability distribution described by a Gumbel copula
(Figures S1a and S1b).

An extreme (1% exceedance) offshore Hs of 9 m is predicted, corresponding to a nearshore Hs of ~6 m on
the North Coast, matching observed extreme wave heights reported in Scott et al. (2016) of 5.9 m at
Sevenstones (off Land's End). Two joint‐probability Hs∩Tp exceedance conditions were selected: median
Hs∩Tp50% (2 m, 10.5 s) and extreme Hs∩Tp1% (9 m, 18 s). Two directions were selected from the modal wave
directions at the same location (Figure S1c), west (270°) and west‐northwest (292.5°), resulting in four simu-
lated wave conditions (Figure S1d). Wind was not included; therefore, only swell was simulated. Peak orbital
velocities in the region are induced by swell waves (Draper, 1967).

Simulations were performed over a full spring‐neap tidal cycle with seven days of model spin‐up time. Tidal
forcing was generated by subtracting the harmonic residual elevation at each boundary node, leaving only
the astronomic tide for a period of a full 14.72‐day spring‐neap cycle (31 January to 16 February 2014).
Four consecutive spring tides and four consecutive neap tides were extracted from the cycle and averaged
for analysis (Figure S1e).

Additionally, a tide‐only simulation and wave‐only simulation were performed. The wave‐only simulation
was coupled to the hydrodynamic module without any hydrodynamic forcing at the open boundaries, to
simulate the individual effect of waves on sand transport in the absence of tidal currents, and therefore
quantify the purely wave‐driven sand transport component. These were then used to determine the contri-
bution of nonlinear wave‐current interactions.

4. Results

Depth‐averaged velocity was integrated over springs, neaps, and a full spring‐neap cycle for the tide‐only
simulation (Figure 6). The residual (mean) current distribution qualitatively matches results published
elsewhere (Bricheno et al., 2015; Holt et al., 2001; Pingree & Griffiths, 1980; Uncles, 1982, 2010). The
South Coast exhibits an ebb‐dominated residual broadly to the southwest, flood and ebb dominance
being defined by the half of the tidal cycle contributing most to the residual. The North Coast has a progres-
sively weakening north‐eastward residual, interrupted by large headland‐enclosed embayments. Large
embayments exhibit residual flow into the embayment with return flow at the sides, for example
Carmarthen Bay, St. Ives Bay, and Bideford Bay. An ~10‐cm/s ebb‐dominated residual flows through St.
George's Channel to the southwest before rotating west out of the domain. The Bristol Channel's deep
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central channel is ebb‐dominated, with residual westward flow. The spring‐neap residual (Figure 6c) is
dominated by the spring tide signal (Figure 6a) over the North Coast, Bristol Channel, and Approaches;
however, for the South Coast it is dominated by a stronger ebb‐dominant neap signal (Figure 6b). The
Isles of Scilly interrupt the residual around the tip of the South West Peninsula with a strong
(approximately 20 cm/s) clockwise circulation around the archipelago resulting from a flood‐dominant
north and ebb‐dominant south shore.

Headland‐associated eddies are present west of Portland Bill, Salcombe, and The Lizard with smaller eddies
present in the lee of smaller headlands (e.g., along the North Coast). The clockwise spring‐tide eddy west of

Figure 6. Mean current over (a) spring tides, (b) neap tides, and (c) a full spring‐neap tidal cycle. Vectors are shown every
4 km for clarity. Values are presented in cm/s.
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Portland Bill drives a south‐eastward coastal residual past Chesil. Residual eddies at the margins of the
Bristol Channel are associated with linear sandbanks, such as Scarweather Sands south of Swansea Bay.
The largest‐magnitude residuals are off headlands at Hartland Point, Trevose Head, Perranporth, Start
Point, Lizard Point, Portland Bill, and Morte Point. During springs, a divergence emerges south of
Salcombe, and a convergence south of Exmouth. The intervening region is flood‐dominant during springs
and ebb dominant at neaps. Coastal residuals are largest during springs.

Strong spring‐neap differences are present in tidal bed shear stress (Figures 7a and 7b) with spring values up
to 15 N/m2 in the Bristol Channel and off headlands, and values at neaps less than 1 N/m2 across the domain
apart from the Bristol Channel (up to 3 N/m2). Tides exert a greater relative influence on bed shear stress in

Figure 7. Maximum bed shear stress over a (left) spring and (right) neap tidal cycle for the (top) tide‐only, (middle) 50%
exceedance, and (bottom) 1% exceedance wave condition. Vectors are shown every 6 km for clarity. Solid black lines
indicate the Bristol Channel and South Coast partings; the dashed line indicates a South Coast convergence zone. Wave
conditions are annotated at the bottom of each plot.
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the Bristol Channel than the Approaches. Tidal bed shear stress is greater in regions of strong topographic
curvature, such as large promontories where tidal currents are greatest.

Results are shown for WNWwaves (292.5°). During median waves (Hs∩Tp50%; Figures 7c and 7d), bed shear
stress increases by a factor of 2 across much of the domain, with similar spatial distribution to tidal bed shear
stress. Maximum bed shear stress over a tidal cycle during extreme conditions (Hs∩Tp1%; Figures 7e and 7f)
increases by over an order of magnitude versus tide‐only maximum stress along the North Coast and
Approaches, and a factor of 3 in the Bristol Channel. The greatest bed shear stresses are off headlands, with
magnitudes >40 N/m2 at North Coast headlands during extreme forcing. Changing wave direction between
WNW and west had little effect on the bed shear stress distribution.

The position of the Bristol Channel shear stress parting is sensitive to incident wave climate and tidal state.
The divergence is seen between Porlock and Nash Point at springs for tide‐only forcing (Figure 7a). At neaps,
the tidal divergence shifts up channel to a (less distinct) line between Barry and Bridgewater Bay (Figure 7b).
Median waves (Figures 7c and 7d) shift the whole divergence slightly eastward at springs, and the southern
part westward at neaps. Extreme waves shift the bed load parting westward to a line west of Porlock,
unaffected by tide state (Figures 7e and 7f). A weak tidal divergence extends south of Salcombe (South
Coast) during springs, with convergence south of Exmouth. These are not present during neaps or under
wave forcing.

Sand transport maps (Figure 8) show net sand transport per tidal cycle for tide‐only and coupled wave + tide
conditions for WNW waves. Both wave directions simulated result in similar spatial distributions of sand
transport, although a slightly greater magnitude is predicted in the Bristol Channel and South Coast for
westerly waves with notably greater wave influence in embayments of the northern Bristol Channel.

Significant tide‐only net sand transport (Figures 8a and 8b) is isolated to spring tides and areas of the
strongest tidal currents, such as the Bristol Channel and around large promontories at neaps. The
North Coast has northeast net sand transport during springs, rotating anticlockwise and decreasing in
magnitude moving offshore into the Approaches. The Bristol Channel has a bed load parting near
Porlock with large potential net sand transports adjacent to the divergence directed up (down) channel
to the east (west) of the divergence, interrupted by local deviations into the center of large embayments.
Other locations with large transport magnitudes are off headlands with low magnitudes in embayments.
Transport vectors are directed east into the sand‐rich Loughor Estuary on the east side of Carmarthen
Bay. A divergence is present south of Salcombe, with a convergence south of Exmouth, matching maxi-
mum bed shear stress vectors. The Isles of Scilly has a clockwise tide‐only sand transport circulation
around the archipelago.

The superposition of median waves (Hs∩Tp50%; Figures 8c and 8d) results in similar spatial patterns of sand
transport to tides alone, generally enhancing tidal sand transport in shallow water with little influence in
deeper areas where the waves have a smaller effect on the bed. The North Coast net northeast sand transport
is disrupted, shifting counterclockwise toward the offshore with greater magnitude closer to shore. Sand
transport in the Bristol Channel embayments increases by an order of magnitude. Net sand transport is
directed out of Carmarthen Bay, indicating a direction shift versus the low‐magnitude tide‐only case.
Sheltering of the South Coast from westerly and WNW waves by large promontories (Lizard Point, Start
Point) combined with a lower tidal range results in distinct regions of minimal tidal and wave forced sand
transport within the large‐scale south facing embayments (e.g., Lyme Bay).

Extreme superimposed waves (Hs∩Tp1%; Figures 8e and 8f) increase sand transport by an order of magnitude
across the Approaches at springs, with greater impact closer to shore. These waves mobilize medium sand at
all depths across the domain. The exposed North Coast is impacted most, where tidally immobile sands in
shallow water embayments are fully exposed to the incident waves and net sand transport increases by a fac-
tor of >100 out to 60‐m depth in areas where tidal net sand transport is low. This indicates the potential for
widespread mobilization of tidally immobile sand deposits during high‐energy wave events. Within the
Bristol Channel, the impact of waves on sand transport is significantly smaller, as waves propagating up‐
channel are attenuated due to bottom friction. Although the South Coast is relatively protected from
west/WNW waves, increases in transport magnitude of factor ~25 are extensive offshore, decreasing to
the east.
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To highlight the relative influence of waves, tides, and wave‐tide interactions on sand transport magnitude,
bar graphs of net sand transport per tidal cycle spatially averaged over 5‐m depth bins are presented
(Figure 9). The domain was split into the Approaches, Bristol Channel, and South Coast to highlight the
effect of different hydrodynamic regimes and wave exposures (macrotidal versus mesotidal; exposed versus
sheltered). The Isles of Scilly were excluded from the Approaches due to their distinct sand transport regime
around the archipelago, which dominated the shallowest depth bins (0–15 m).

In the Approaches (Figures 9a and 9b), net sand transport during extreme waves increases by an order of
magnitude versus tides alone, and all depths are activated, with sand transport occurring in regions of neg-
ligible tidal sand transport. Tide‐only sand transport switches off during neaps across the Approaches and
little sand transport occurs during median waves at neaps, isolated to the shallowest bins. In the Bristol

Figure 8. Cumulative sand transport for spring and neap tides and tide‐only, median (Hs∩Tp50%), and extreme (Hs∩Tp1%)
forcing conditions. Sand transport was averaged over four consecutive spring/neap tidal cycles. Values below 0.00016 m3

m cycle have been removed based on the lower transport rates presented in the transport formulation validation in
van Rijn (2007b). Vectors have been thinned to 6 km for clarity. The Bristol Channel and South Coast sand transport
partings are shown with black lines. The dashed line represents an area of convergent sand transport.
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Channel (Figures 9c and 9d) tides dominate net sand transport during springs <30‐m depth for all
conditions. Median waves have little relative effect at all depths. In deeper waters near the channel
mouth, waves dominate net sand transport during high‐energy conditions as tide‐only sand transport
diminishes. Similar to the Approaches, tidal net sand transport in the Bristol Channel is very low during
neaps, and waves dominate during high‐energy conditions.

The South Coast is relatively sheltered from waves from the west/west‐northwest, resulting in relatively low
wave‐forced sand transport magnitudes, especially in the lee of large promontories such as Start Point and
Lizard Point (Figure 8). Westerly/WNW wave forcing at the south and east boundaries is atypical for the
South Coast (e.g., see the bimodal wave climate at Start Bay; Figure 4). Further consideration of Southerly

Figure 9. Sand transport integrated over 5‐m depth bands for the (a and b) Approaches, (c and d) Bristol Channel, and (e
and f) South Coast, for tide‐only, wave‐only, and wave + tide conditions. Heights of the bars represent the spatial
mean sand transport magnitude per tidal cycle over that depth band. The wave conditions shown are for WNW waves
(292.5°). Wave direction had a small effect on the magnitude; however, the distribution remained the same for Westerly
and WNW waves.
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and Easterly wave events would be beneficial when considering wave impacts on sand transport along this
coastline. Refraction of westerly/WNWwaves results in sand transport across all depths and exposure of the
east side of large embayments to wave forcing (e.g., Lizard Point‐Start Point/Lyme Bay), with sheltering of
the west side. Peaks at 10–15 and 25–30 m result from enhanced sand transport off Lizard Point, Start
Point, and Portland Bill. Note that these are spatial averages, and considerable local variability was observed
(Figure 8); however, they serve to highlight and quantify the broad spatial trends in net sand transport.

Wave‐only net sand transport is shown for extreme WNWwaves (light blue bars; Figure 9). Tide‐only (dark
grey) and wave‐only transport are not equal to coupled wave + tide transport (dark blue). In the Bristol
Channel, tides exert a greater influence than waves on sand transport and stronger tidal currents are able
to transport wave‐mobilized sand, despite low wave‐only transport magnitudes. The nonlinear effect of
waves + tides accounts for a significant proportion of net sand transport during extreme conditions, domi-
nating sand transport in the deep central channel where wave‐only and tide‐only transport magnitudes are
low. Waves exert a greater influence than tides on the exposed North Coast during extreme conditions.
During median conditions, tide‐ and wave‐driven sand transports have similar magnitude. Nonlinear inter-
actions are dominant for depths >30 m. At neaps, waves dominate sand transport with significant sand
transport occurring only in shallow water for median waves, negligible tide‐only sand transport, and smaller
contributions from nonlinear wave‐tide interactions.

5. Discussion

This paper has presented residual tidal circulation, maximum bed shear stress, and sand transport rates for
extreme and median wave conditions and spring and neap tides on a macrotidal exposed coast. A calibrated
and validated coupled hydrodynamic and wave numerical model of the South West UK was used.

5.1. Comparison With Observed Bedforms, Grain Size Distributions, and Literature

This study considers potential sand transport using a homogeneous medium sand bed. Further research
integrating different sediment classes taken from observed size distributions could enable an assessment
of the relative influence of tidal currents and waves on sediment transport paths for different sediment
classes and the creation of an accurate regionalization for this area and a regional sediment budget based
on realistic sediment availability. Much of the bed in this region is sand/gravelly sand, although areas of
gravel, rock, and mud are present (Figure 5). Areas of gravel or rock correspond to strong potential sand
transports predicted in the tide‐only scenario, while areas of mud correspond to areas with very weak or
negligible potential tidal sand transport.

In the Bristol Channel, a bed load parting zone is predicted (Figures 6 and 7), in agreement with previously
published literature (Pingree & Griffiths, 1979), and supporting the bed load parting model argued by Stride
and Belderson (1991). The region of the predicted divergences in the Bristol Channel coincides with rock and
coarse sediment classes observed (Figure 5d) and erosional zones reported by McLaren et al. (1993), lending
further support to the prediction. The Bristol Channel bed load parting zone is variable with the tidal state.
During springs, the position of the bed load parting in sand transport extends between Porlock and Barry for
all wave conditions. During neaps, the bed load parting moves up‐channel reflecting the shift in the diver-
gence of max bed shear stress (Figure 7). The presence of gravel barriers, such as observed at Porlock
(Jennings et al., 1998; Orford & Jennings, 1998), matches the observation of Anthony (2002) that bed load
parting of sand exposes gravel banks enhancing shoreward gravel reworking by storm waves and contribut-
ing to the formation of gravel barriers. These observations complement the observed sandwave morphology
(Figures 5a–5c), further supporting the predictions of this model. Further work at this scale could examine
hydrodynamic and wave controls on regional sandwave morphology and behavior (e.g., Campmans et al.,
2018,Campmans et al., 2018; Damen et al., 2018).

Seaward residual currents occur in the deeper main channel of the Bristol Channel, matching lower resolu-
tion model results from Uncles (1982), partly driven by localized lowering of mean sea level at the seaward
boundary relative to the Severn mouth. Return flow occurs in areas of low or negative gradients in tidal
energy, such as embayments. A progressive tidal wave drives a progressively weakening northeast residual
along the North Coast toward the Bristol Channel, matching modeled residuals published elsewhere at
much lower resolution (Holt et al., 2001; Pingree & Le Cann, 1989). This drives a progressively weakening
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northeast net sand transport, interrupted close to shore by several embayments, reaching insignificant levels
near Bude Bay indicating that sand transport in this area is wave dominated, in agreement with coastal
management reports (Motyka & Brampton, 1993; Welshby & Motyka, 1989). Residual circulation is
enhanced in regions of strong topographic curvature such as headlands, around Land's End and islands
such as Lundy and the Isles of Scilly. Consequently, these areas exhibit stronger tidal influence on potential
sand transport.

Headlands are associated with tidal residual eddies with convergent sand transport, somematching the loca-
tions of well‐known sand banks, such as Skerries Bank near Start Point (Pingree & Maddock, 1979).
Convergence at these locations is enhanced during extreme waves. Headlands act as a focal point for tidal
and wave energy, resulting in enhanced bed shear stresses and resuspension of sediments in these regions
of higher residual currents and consequently the greatest potential sand transport rates (although in reality
this will be limited by sediment availability; Carter et al., 1990; Draper et al., 2013; Uncles, 1982, 2010).
Median waves enhance sand transport off headland tips in the tidal transport direction, whereas extreme
waves can dominate sand transport direction, potentially causing a full reversal. This indicates that open
coast, macrotidal, exposed, headland‐bound embayments such as those along the North Coast are likely
headland bypassing candidates, and the directionality of this process likely depends upon the incident wave
height and direction (Goodwin et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2010; McCarroll et al., 2018; Vieira da Silva et al.,
2016). Valiente et al. (2019) observed significant sediment transport beyond the depth of many headland
cross‐shore extents, challenging the notion of embayments being closed sediment cells. Higher‐resolution
modeling is required to examine the contribution of headland and embayment morphologic controls on
headland sand bypassing during different conditions on a wider range of headland‐bound embayments.

5.2. Wave‐Induced Changes in Sand Transport Direction

Changes in net sand transport direction are evident between extreme wave, median wave, and tide‐only con-
ditions. These changes are presented in Figure 10, comparing both wave conditions with the tide‐only pre-
diction by subtracting the wave + tide from the tide‐only transport directions. Little change in direction is
observed at neap tide for median waves. Hydrodynamic and wave parameters and sand transport time series
for example points I–VI are shown in Figures S3–S8 in the supporting information. Large direction changes
are present offshore in the Approaches during springs, associated with variations in the weak tide‐only
transport direction (subplot I; Figure S3). A reversal in transport direction is predicted for outer
Carmarthen Bay (subplot II; Figure S4) during median versus extreme waves, with net sand transport direc-
ted out of the embayment for median waves. Tide‐only sand transport is weak here. Ebb asymmetry in cur-
rent magnitude (strongest on the ebb) results in ebb asymmetry in bed shear stress and ebb‐dominant sand
transport for median waves. During extreme forcing, bed shear stress is modulated by water level, with a sus-
tained increase over low water and a peak for waves propagating with the current (flood). Combined with a
longer flood duration, this results in flood‐dominated net sand transport for extreme waves.

At St. Ives Bay, sand transport around the west headland reverses from sand leaving to entering the bay (sub-
plot IV; Figure S6). Tide‐only and median wave depth‐averaged velocity is ebb‐asymmetric, with equal flood
and ebb durations, driving ebb‐dominated sand transport. Under extreme waves the currents become flood‐
asymmetric with a longer flood duration, driving flood‐dominated sand transport. Changes in sand transport
direction around headlands could have significant implications for adjacent beach response to extreme
storms. Beaches on the west of St. Ives Bay accreted during the extreme 2013/2014 winter storms when other
North Coast beaches experienced net erosion (Burvingt et al., 2017). The west side of St. Ives Bay is an area of
convergence during extreme waves and divergence during tides only. Offshore from the North Coast sand
transport vectors shift clockwise toward the shore under extreme waves, contrasting the median wave case
(subplot III; Figure S5). Extreme wave spring sand transport vectors match closely those for neaps, where
tide‐only sand transport is effectively switched off, indicating that this shift results from wave dominance
of sand transport.

The South Coast experiences a sand transport reversal south of Start Point under extreme waves, as the
region of flood‐dominated sand transport becomes ebb‐dominant (subplot V; Figure S7). Tidal currents
have flood asymmetry driving flood‐dominated tidal and median wave sand transport. Tidal currents and
elevations are in phase at this location, resulting in enhanced bed shear stress at low water (peak ebb)
under wave forcing. The effect is greatest for extreme waves, driving a shift to ebb‐dominant sand
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transport. Porter‐Smith et al. (2004) found that swell waves were most effective at mobilizing sediments at
low water, and water‐level variation must be considered when estimating sand transport in combined wave
and tidal flows.

Extreme waves cause sand transport reversals in the margins of the outer Bristol Channel at neaps (subplot
VI; Figure S8). Pattiaratchi and Collins (1988) reported this reversal for similar conditions observed at a point
south of the Gower peninsula, shown here to be part of a broader directional trend of wave‐dominated,
up‐channel directed transport during high‐energy conditions at neaps. Currents at this location are
ebb‐asymmetric resulting in ebb asymmetry of bed shear stress for tides and median waves driving
ebb‐dominant sand transport. Under extreme waves, bed shear stress is modulated by water level with a
sustained increase over low water. Enhanced wave impact at low water shifts net sand transport direction
in the up‐channel direction of wave propagation for low ebb velocities, resulting in a shorter period of ebb

Figure 10. Changes in sand transport direction relative to the tide‐only simulation for WNWwave forcing. Vectors repre-
sent net sand transport direction only. Red (black) arrows represent wave + tide (tide‐only) forced sand transport direc-
tion. Areas of interest are marked and their sand transport directions shown in subplots I–VI. Bold arrows in I–VI
represent wave forced transport with grey indicating median, black indicating extreme waves + tides; thin black arrows
are tide‐only.
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than flood transport. Additionally, the sand transport magnitude is higher with waves following the current
(flood) than opposing (ebb).

5.3. Classification of Wave/Tide Dominance

Net sand transport per tidal cycle for the tide‐only, wave‐only, and wave + tide simulations was used to
determine the contribution from nonlinear wave‐tide interactions, NL:

NL ¼ WT−W−T (28)

where WT, W, and T are the combined wave + tide, wave‐only, and tide‐only net sand transports, respec-
tively. Two ratios were used to determine first the relative influence of waves (including nonlinear wave‐tide
interactions) versus tides, and second the relative contribution of nonlinear wave‐tide interactions versus
waves alone. These ratios are

R1 ¼ T : W þ NLð Þ; (29)

R2 ¼ W : NL (30)

Increasing (decreasing) values of R1 indicate increasing tide (wave) dominance of sand transport. Regions
with R1 > 3 were classified as “tide dominated,” T. Further subdivision of regions where R1 < 3 was made
using R2. Increasing values of R2 indicate increasing dominance of the wave‐only contribution to net sand
transport, while decreasing values indicate increasing nonlinear interaction dominance. Regions where
R1 < 1/3 and R2 > 3 were classified as “wave dominated,” W. Regions where R1 & R2 < 1/3 were classified
as “nonlinear dominated,”NL. The full classification is shown in Figure 11. Subdivisions are shown for inter-
mediate ratios in the form “A(b),”whereA indicates the dominant forcing and (b) indicates the subdominant
forcing. For example, W(t) indicates wave‐dominant sand transport with a subdominant tidal contribution.
Regions where 1/3 < R1 & R2 < 3 were classified as “mixed.” From here on, wave dominance refers to
“wave‐dominated” regions, indicating wave‐only sand transport is the major contribution to net sand trans-
port per tidal cycle.

For median waves (Figures 11a and 11b), tides are dominant across much of the region except where tide‐
only sand transport is low and nonlinear wave‐tide interactions become either a subdominant or dominant
forcing. Median wave dominance at springs is isolated to shallow waters in North Coast embayments where
tide‐only sand transport is very low. Median wave dominance at neaps becomes more extensive along the
North Coast, Isles of Scilly, and Carmarthen Bay where tide‐only sand transport is negligible. At neaps, tide
dominance is restricted mainly to the Upper Bristol Channel and off major promontories. Nonlinear inter-
actions become dominant or subdominant in the Outer Bristol Channel where tide‐only sand transport
is weaker.

Tides are dominant up‐channel of the upper Bristol Channel at springs, and up‐channel of the Lower Severn
at neaps for all wave conditions, due to wave attenuation and tidal flow constriction as it progresses
up‐channel resulting in larger tidal currents. These are the only regions that remain tide dominated under
all conditions. Under extreme waves at springs (neaps), the Outer Bristol Channel becomes nonlinear (wave)
dominated. The spatial pattern of transition to wave dominance under extreme waves at neaps in the Outer
Bristol Channel (Figures 11b and 11d) matches the pattern of sand transport reversals seen in Figure 10d and
observed by Pattiaratchi and Collins (1988), supporting the assertion of wave dominance in this area under
these conditions.

The exposed North Coast becomes wave dominated under extreme waves (Figures 11c and 11d). Other areas
of wave dominance are large embayments (e.g., Carmarthen Bay) and exposed areas of the South Coast.
Propagation of WNW waves to the west facing stretches of the South Coast is evident in the pattern of
wave/nonlinear dominance at neaps (Figure 11d). At neaps, extreme waves are dominant across much of
the region, with a subdominant nonlinear interaction contribution. This is in agreement with predictions
that waves cause significant additional net sand transport by enhancing transport in shallower, exposed
regions where the tide‐only contribution is small (van der Molen, 2002).
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Nonlinear wave‐tide interactions become the dominant forcingmechanism for sand transport across most of
this macrotidal environment during 1% exceedance waves at springs (Figure 11c), contrasting wave domi-
nance at neaps (Figure 11d). At neaps, nonlinear interactions significantly contribute to net sand transport,
as shown in Figures 8, 11b, and 11d. This emphasizes the need for a fully coupled wave and hydrodynamic
model for studies of sand transport paths inmacrotidal andmesotidal environments exposed to extreme inci-
dent waves. The nonlinear effect of the interaction between waves and tides can significantly enhance sand
transport beyond transport calculated for waves and tides in isolation.

This model considers depth‐averaged hydrodynamics. Accordingly, some three‐dimensional effects are
parameterized, such as secondary flow generation by rotating current fields, or turbulence generation by
breaking waves and enhanced bottom friction. Other processes are modeled in a depth‐integrated

Figure 11. Wave‐tide dominance classification of the South West UK during different wave and tide forcing, accounting for the relative influence of nonlinear
wave‐tide interactions. Based on potential net sand transport magnitude per tidal cycle, areas where wave + tide sand transport was <0.00016 m3·m·cycle have
been removed based on the transport formulation validation in van Rijn (2007b).
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manner, such as the energy dissipation due to wave‐breaking, whitecapping, and bottom friction. To inves-
tigate the potential impact of this on the results and classification scheme presented, a number of nonvali-
dated 3‐D tests were conducted for the same scenarios using 10 terrain‐following sigma layers and a k − ϵ
turbulence scheme.

The impact of the addition of sigma layers was mainly to enhance the tide‐only and wave‐only net trans-
port magnitude, with a larger relative increase in potential wave‐related sand transport offshore in waters
deeper than 60 m where net transport magnitudes are small. Offshore, low net transport regions shifted
from purely nonlinear dominated NL to nonlinear dominated with a wave contribution NL(w) for extreme
waves at springs, with wider spread wave dominance along the North Coast. There was more wave dom-
inance for extreme waves at neaps, although the tide‐dominated region in the upper Bristol Channel
remained unchanged. Qualitatively, the spatial pattern of net sand transport remained the same, and
the direction changes presented in Figure 10 were predominantly unchanged except for where weak
tide‐only sand transport was enhanced in the 3‐D simulation. Nonlinear interactions remained dominant
or subdominant across most of the domain during extreme wave forcing, supporting the conclusions
presented here.

This classification has potential to be applied in other shelf areas; however, this currently requires a coupled
hydrodynamic, wave, and sediment transport model. Further work could seek a predictive relationship for
this classification based on readily available tide and wave data. Many regions globally experience high wave
and tidal energy. Harris and Coleman (1998) estimate that swell waves were able to mobilize 0.1‐mm quartz
sand over 41.6% of the Earth's continental shelves over three years. Waves dominate sediment transport in
areas of the New Zealand and Australian shelves (Carther & Heath, 1975; Hale et al., 2014; Moriarti et al.,
2014; Porter‐Smith et al., 2004). Wave‐current interactions are significant drivers of sediment resuspension
on the Northwest Iberian shelf (Zhang et al., 2016). The Northwest European shelf experiences high tidal
and high wave energy, which is enhanced by wave‐current interactions in areas of strong tidal currents
(Hashemi & Neill, 2014). Sand transport on the UK east coast was designated as tide dominated by van
der Molen (2002), ignoring wave‐current interactions. However, the results of this study suggest that
wave‐tide interactions can have a significant impact on net sand transport even for median waves. This
classification scheme should be tested in similar environments globally to test for wave, tide, or nonlinear
interaction dominance of sediment transport.

6. Conclusions

1. A Delft3D numerical model was used to investigate the relative influence of tidal and wave forcing on
potential sand transport in an energetic, exposed, macrotidal environment. The SouthWest UK was used
as a test site with a uniform medium sand bed allowing direct comparison between different regions.
Waves were forced with median (50% exceedance) and extreme (1% exceedance) wave scenarios from
two modal directions at spring and neap tides. Tide‐only, wave‐only, and fully coupled scenarios were
simulated for all forcing combinations.

2. Bed load transport directions match observed sandwave asymmetry and orientations for tides‐only and
previously published observations under energetic waves. Regions of the greatest potential sand trans-
port or major divergence correspond to observed coarse sediment classes. These observations indicate
a potential sand transport approach can give indications of sediment transport pathways, divergences,
and likely size distributions in the absence of detailed observations.

3. Sand transport across this macrotidal environment is heavily influenced by waves. The greatest influence
is in areas fully exposed to the incident wave forcing. Extreme waves increase potential sand transport by
over an order of magnitude, and are capable of mobilizing medium sand below 120‐m depth.

4. Waves can strongly influence sand transport direction. Median waves predominantly enhance sand
transport in the tidal direction, whereas extreme waves are able to induce directional shifts and full
reversals.

5. Tidal forcing is more important around headlands and islands, and in regions where constriction of the
tidal wave produces strong tidal currents. Elsewhere, tidal forcing is significant only at springs, and is
effectively switched off during neaps except under extreme waves.

6. A new classification scheme was created for the region in terms of tide‐only, wave‐only, or nonlinear
wave‐tide interaction dominance of net sand transport with potential for application elsewhere.
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7. During median waves at springs the whole region is tide dominated apart from where tidal sand
transport is weakest. Wave dominance is restricted to shallow embayments fully exposed to the
incident waves.

8. Wave‐tide interactions (encompassing radiation stresses, stokes drift, enhanced bottom friction,
enhanced bed shear stress, current and depth‐induced wave refraction, Doppler shift, and wave blocking)
nonlinearly enhance net sand transport. These processes are dominant or subdominant across most of
the region during extreme waves for all tide conditions, and during median waves at neaps, apart from
where the tidal constriction and wave attenuation are greatest. This implies a critical need to consider
the impact of wave‐tide interactions on regional sand transport patterns on energetic, exposed continen-
tal shelves globally.
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